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Stray Pages from My Sketch -B ook.

T W AS the night after he had taken
a big fish on Mooselookmeguntic. The
water was very rough at the tiiqp the
fish was taken, and rather than drop
his oars and get out the landing net,
the guide had rowed till the fish was
drowned. That night as he told his
story of the capture to the group round
the fire, a S. P. C. A. man who happened
to be there, took the drowning of the fish
as a text for a long tirade on cruelty to
animals. Just as the speaker wound up
with a glowing climax the fisherman slip
ped away to bed. He was rather tender
hearted but still very much of a sportsman,
so his emotions alternated between ex
ultation at his success and twinges of con
science for making the trout suffer.
In this unsettled state he went to sleep.
As he sank in slumber his thinking self
seemed to take leave of his body and in a
short space of time, had passed beyond the
limits of his room, the hotel, the lake and
finally, even the earth was lost sight of.
On and on with accelerated speed he trav
elled till at last he paused before a cold,
fox*bidding wall of stone. The wall opened
mysteriously, and the fisherman found him
self within an immense arched chamber
fitted up like a courtroom. Up near the
judge's bench an examination was in progl-ess. In the interim befox-e his own ex
amination the fisherman had time to look
about him.
Numbers of people wex-e constantly ar
riving, but so swiftly did the examining
boax-d do their wox-k that the room never
seemed over-crowded.
As he dx-ew xxear the one in authority he
could begin to catch snatches of the con
versation.
The man two or three places in dvance
went through a questioning, something
like this:—
“ Who are you*”
“•Thomas Jones.”
“ Whex-e from ?”
“•Chicago.”
“ How long were you there?”
“ Twenty-five years.”
"T h a t’s sufficient. Attendant, conduct
the gentleman down.”
The man immediately in front of him was
now under fix-e.
‘ •Who ax-e you?”
“ William Pennyaster.”
“ Where from?”
“ Philadelphia.”
“ Always lived there?”
"Y e s.”
“ All right. Show the gentleman up
above. His harp is waiting.”
The questioner now turned to him.
“ Who ax-e you?”
“ Reginald Left wise.”
“ Where from?”
“ New Yoi-k.”
There was a rustle of the big book as the
recording angel hunted him up.
“ He fishes, Your Honor,” said the angel.
“ Where?” asked the judge.
“ Rangeley Lakes.”
“ How big a fish did you ever catch?”
“ Seven pounds and a half.”
“ Softly, my friend,” said the angel at
the book, “ that fish only weighed five and
a half.”
“ Never mind,” said the judge, “ we’ ll
overlook that. I was a fisherman once,
myself.”
‘ •How do you kill your fish?” continued
the judge.
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“ Depends on the weather,” answered the
man.
“ Have you ever been guilty of dx-owning
one?”
“ Yes, Your Honor”
‘ ‘That will do. Take the elevator do am.”
So into the elevator he went and down,
down, down, down he dropped, till the
elevator boy sung out: “ Hades, all out.”
It wasn’ t hot, as he had been led to ex
pect, but on the other hand rather damp
and chilly.
He was met by a grinning demon who
asked:—
“ Whatcher sent here for?”
“ Drowning trout.”
“ Hi!” yelled the demon to a pair of his
mates who had been standing at one side,
“ Hex-e’ s fun for us. This chap was one of
them trout dr owners.”
With a shout of fiendish glee the three
demons trooped away with the newcomer.
They led him to the bank of a lake, not
filled with moulten lead but with ice-cold
water. Two of the demons jumped into a
boat while the third affixed a hook and line
to the man’ s—no, spirit’ s—jaw and cast
him into the water. The line paid out a
little at first, but then brought up w ith a
snap that forced his mouth open. The
water rushed in, silencing his cries and
causing a hoi-rible feeling of strangulation.
The agony grew so intense that it seemed
as though he could not longer bear it, and
just then—he woke up.
-X * *
In one of the lake cottages the other
day something interesting happened. In
the slang of the day, it was “ hot stuff.”
The room in which the ladies of the party
staid was separated from that of the
gentlemen by the usual board partition.
Just within reach was a knot-hole. There
had been more or less bandiage back and
forth, and finally one of the girls poked
her cui’ling tongs through the knot-hole,
snapping the jaws in defiance. One of the
young men (who didn’ t know as much
about curling irons then as he does now)
made a grab and seized the tongs between
his thumb and fox-efinger. He let go very
quickly. The iron was sizzling hot. Let
us dx-aw a veil over his language and stop
the tale hex-e.
-X

X

*

A Rangeley cottager came back for the
first time this season, and missed the bleat
ing of the sheep on a near-by farm.
“ Wonder why I can’ t hear them,” said he.
“ Humph, ” answex-ed the i-epublican in the
party, “ don’ t you x-ealize that these are
democratic times.”
These Item s are (iratit-E d.
For yeax-s after the fix-st settlement no
graveyard was x-equix-ed in Rangeley, but
some of the citizens thought it necessax-y
for the advancement Of civilization that
land should be set apart for that pui-pose
and it was done. Then came the question
Of an occupant and the only way it could
be arranged was to kill a man to start it.
The pi-esent healthfulness of Rangeley is
emblematical of those days of old, but no
moi-e graveyards ax-e wanted.
A young miss was asked her age; she
replied: “ Twelve.”
Her mother said:
“ Why, you ax*e fifteen.” “ Yres, I know in
reality that is so,” said the miss, “ but
the tln-ee years we lived in Madx-id didn’ t
count.”
Coon cats ax-e x-uling at 85 in the local
market, at least that’ s what Walter Oakes
sold one for last week.

CAMPING OUT FOR WOMEN.
How It C an Be M ade C o m fo rta b le an d
E n joy a b le.

Can any one imagine anything mox-e en
joyable than sitting in the bottom of a
canoe and being quietly paddled across a
lake, with just enough of a x-ipple to cause
the water to glint and spax-lde in the sun
light? Or anything mox-e exciting than
cautiously approaching, in that same ca
noe, a herd of deer grazing among the bogs
along the shores of the lake, at 4 o ’clock in
the morning? Or anything more lonely
than the dismal call of the loon, that
comes floating across the lake at mid
night—your camp containing the only
human beings for miles around ?
Some ladies think they could not posstbly endure “ roughing it” but, properly
planned and carried out, there is nothing
more invigorating than a canoeing and
camping trip on one of the beautiful lakes
of Maine. The first requisites, for personal
comfort, are a woolen skirt, and jacket, a
shirt waist, small felt hat and veil, long
gloves, stout shoes, x-ubbers, and gaitex-s,
the veil and gloves as protection against
black flies and mosquitoes, and the gaiters
fox- protection against the wet bushes in
the morning. Evening distractions are so
few in a small camp that one soon leax-ns
to go to bed early, and after rising at 4
o ’clock a few mornings, the eax-ly bed of
fir balsam with the wadded puff laid over
it brings a most refreshing slumber. The
camper also soon learns not to mind the
rustling of squirrels- and other little ani
mals among the bushes, or the tripping
over the ridgepole of the tent of the morn
ing songster. If one really craves excite
ment, and will i-emain in camp long enough,
there invariably comes the midnight thun
der stox-m whose flashes of forked light
ning can be so plainly seen through the
canvas of the tent, and whose heavy thun
der can be distinctly heard rolling and
crashing among the monarchs of the forest.
Given a faithful guide, who will provide
himself with a camp stove, plenty of net
ting for use at night, and select a high,
dry place for a camp, then make up your
mind to make the best of whatever comes,
and you ax-e bound to have a good time
and come home x-ejuvenated. The guide
will paddle, cut the poles and pitch the
tent, cook, wash dishes, and do evex-ything
there is to be done. Take a variety pf the
best canned goods, fancy crackers, baking
powder, condensed milk, etc., from home,
pork, eggs, potatoes, butter, flour, corn
#neal, etc., from the place whex-e you take
your canoe, and the guide will provide
your table with a variety of good appe
tizing food.
To camp out in the i-egion of North and
South Twin lakes, one must have a good
guide, for the lakes ax-e vei-v ix-regular and
a stranger would hardly find his way up
or down them. A good guide costs 83.00
a day, including a canoe, tent, and the en
tire camp outfit, and a large canoe will
easily accommodate tw o persons and their
baggage. A stout good-sized tent is needed
and a folding sheet iron camp stove, for
the tent is sometimes damp or cold. An
other essential, after the fix-st of June, is
a supply of mosquito netting to fasten to
the ridge pole and dx-ape down over the
bed. If the black flies are thick, long
gloves, veils and lotions axe in great de
mand.
Leading out of Pamedumcook lake are
several rivers connecting it with smaller
lakes. The first mile of Namakanta stream,

which is forty to fity feet wide, is like
going through enchanted land, and in the
morning the trees and banks ax-e so per
fectly mirrored in the water, that it is
actually impossible to tell where the water
ends and the land begins. On one side
the bank is 6 or 8 feet above the level of
the stream, and on the other side thex-e is
no bank in early summer when the river
is high, and the water stretches away
through the fox-est of dead cedars, with
their garments of grey bax-k and drooping
lichens. A mile of this slow water and
one comes suddenly upon quick water
which soon becomes a raging torrent over
rocks and falls. The setting pole is x-equix-ed
here and perhaps a carry or two. As the
canoe glides noiselessly along among these
meadows, a deer, sometimes three or four,
are spied not far away. The most exciting
part of these trips comes on the x-eturn
over the rapids. Then the i-ushing water
seeks to turn the canoe to one side so that
it can smash it upon the rocks or roll it
over, but the guide, with his setting pole,
his keen eye and quick, strong arm, keeps
it end on. If he wishes to cross the straexn
in the rushing torrent, he does not strike
diagonally across, but works along, keep
ing the canoe always tui-ned toward the
rushing water. When he gets it whex-e
there is clear sailing ahead he picks up his
pole and lets it go, but before he does so,
he has selected another spot to set the
.pole so that the tender craft goes but a
few feet at a time, and keeps it stra ig h t,.
The canoe shoots the x-apids like a shot
out of a gun. She leaps from i-ock to i*ock
where the water is only three inches deep
to a pool which is more than thx-ee feet in
depth, and as she takes the final plunge
over a thx-ee foot rock down into the foam
at its base, her nose dips in deep and she
scoops mox-e than a pailful of the dancing
fluid.
When the party finally breaks camp
and glides away toward civilization it is
with the feeling that they have been neax-er
the great heart of natui-e than ever befox-e.
—M. E. N. in The Boson and Maine Courier.
C ycler’ s Gossip.
Dan Quimby, of Phillips, is regretting
the loss of ten miles pedaling. His cyclom
eter refused to turn properly and when 269
miles should have given way to 270 only
the last figure moved, leaving the net total,
260. One of his friends says he’ d like to
rent that bike and pay so much per mile,
according to that cyclometer’ s figures.
Delicate, and in a place to receive many
a hard knock, the cyclometer seems to live
a chax-med existence and is rax-ely ever
smashed up.
The latest tx-ick: A young couple go
off for an afternoon’ s spin. They ax-e ac
companied by no chaperon, as dangerous
flirtation and steady wheeling aren’ t sup
posed to be possible at one and the same
time. A mile or so out of town the couple
find a cool spot by the roadside. The
young man hunts up a small boy and hires
him to tux-n the bike wheels round till the
cyclometers x-egister eight ox- ten miles. In
the meantime the couple can sit in the
shade, keep an eye on the boy and take
things easy. Toward evening they mount
their bikes and travel leisurely back to
town. When the others tell them they
look suspiciously fresh after an all-theafternoon’s trip, the couple refers them to
the cyclometers and that shows that the
bicycles have been run twelve miles each.
This worked splendidly till one day the
small boy who turned the bike wheels gave
it away.
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If you want the receipt for putting up
fruit, by the California Cold process, send
one dollar to G. D. Austin, Phillips, Me.,
and he will send you one.
The Phillips Hotel is a busy spot when
the noon train from Rangeley arrives.
Everybody stops there for dinner and to
receive the pleasant greetings of Landlord
Matthews.
Among those from Northern Franklin
who attended the Normal graduation last
week were: Ernest Butler, I. A. Smith,
Mrs. Harvey Sampson, Harry Dunham,
Miss Grace Dunham and Arthur Chick.

Union Church, on the battle of Five Forks,
during which, every old soldier probably
fought his battles over again.
Thus ended one more Memorial day
which, save U>r the heat, left nothing to
be desired.
Major Melcher expressed himself as much
pleased with the beautiful village of Phil
lips and in return Phillips heartily wel
comes him and hopes his first visit may
not be his last.

Call at G. D. Austin's and see the pat
Mrs. C. W. Cushman has been quite sick ent Dish Washer and I think you will want
but is now nearly recovered.
one, as you can wash sixty pieces in two
Strawberries are coming down to sum minutes, all dried and polished, ready to
put in the cupboards.
mer prices, in the local market.

STORY OF HOW RICHARD VAUX RAN
DOWN A FAMOUS COUNTERFEITER.

PHILLIPS LOCALS.
And still the number of cycles grows
apace!
There is talk of another bicycle agency
in town.
J. A. Emery and wife, of Boston, were
in town last week.
Henry W. True lias taken the agency
for the Keating wheel.
The telephone at Phillips Hotel is being
replaced by a new one.
N. P. Noble, Esq., is serving on the jury
at Farmington, this week.

Baptism and reception of members in the
Methodist Church last Sunday.
Miss Lunette Rollin rode her wheel to
Weld Saturday, returning Sunday.
Miss Edith Church, of Portland, is here
for a summer visit of a few weeks.
Little Fay Haines has been quite sick for
some weeks but is now much better.

Albert Pratt, of New Vineyard, who
came over with the band, Memorial Day,
was spoken to by very many people who
never saw him before. He’ s a counterfeit
presentment of his twin brother, Dell,
who’ s very well known in town.

By special request Rev. W. A. Nottage
will preach a memorial sermon before the
Odd Fellows in the Methodist Church next
Lawyers, Jurymen and Deputy Sheriffs Sunday morning at the usual hour of ser
are all at Farmingten attending court.
vice. A cordial invitation is extended .to
Rev. Mr. Ranney will attend the Con all members of the Order and their fami
gregational conference at Allen’s Mills, lies.
next week.
Rev. J. H. McLaren, formerly of Pliilliys,
A single copy of R a n g e l e y L a k e s which delivered the me morial oration at North
reached Phillips Wednesday night, was Attleboro, Mass., Memorial Day. The A t
tleboro papers speak in the highest praise
eagerly sought after.
Orrison Harnden returned from Califor of his address. The Attleboro Sun says
nia last week, he is much improved by his editorially: “ Pastor McLaren’s oration at
North Attleboro was ajjwonderful mixture
year and a half visit there.
of philosophy, rhetoric and common sense”
G.
A. French and E. E. Sawyer have
No one in Phillips doubts, that the enconireturned from Readfield and Fayette,where
um is deserved.
they bought some very nice cows.
A Phillips maiden with dress reform ten
W ill Smith and Ernest Haley are going
dencies arose early the other morning,
to Rangeley this week to try the fishing
donned her bifurcated garment and went
Oh the Big Lake. They will “ wheel it” in.
to work in her flower garden. She thought
The Sandy River’ s big six-wheeled Mogul the hour was so early that she would be
is out of the repair shop and on the track seen by no one, but hardly had she started
once more, No. 1 takes her place in the work when one of the young men of the
town came wheeling by and paused to
Tsnop.
Belle G. Sampson, of Phillips, is a mem chat for a few moments. That particular
maiden is said to be converted from her
ber of the class which graduated from the
bifurcated notions.
Farmington State Normal School last
week.
Marcel. Skofield is gaining every day, Observance of Memorial Day at
and in a short time will be back on the
Phillips.
road. He will be on the passenger train
Memorial Day, as it will henceforth be
to Rangeley.
called in preference to Decoration Day,
Archie S. McKeen contributed a very was bright and cloudless from early dawn
readable article on photography for be and the morning program, as given last
ginners, in the Natural Science News w*eek, was carried out in a satisfactory
of May 25th.
manner. The decoration of graves took
Thaee young men rode their bikes from place in the forenoon. ’ The afternoon ex
Rangeley to Phillips, Tuesday, in two ercises were to have begun at 2 o ’clock, but
hours. Their cyclometers registered the dis it was half after that time when prayer
was offered. The program, interspersed
tance as 23)4 miles.
L. B. Abbott, auctioneer, of Boston, is by music from the New Vineyard band
to bring his family, for about three months and the Methodist church, was rather
stay, in this section, he expects to board lengthy and the audience suffered extreme
ly from the heat and closeness of the air.
with Geo. L. Lakin, Esq.
Mrs. Margie Ross Skofield gave a mar
O. W. Russell has a new bear trap that
tial poem in a ringing manner which called
he wishes to exchange for a second-hand
forth loud applause, as did also the finely
boat. He has an idea that he can make a
rendered poem by Cherry Bangs.
better record with the boat.
The roll of honor was omitted .but even
The upper section crew on the Sandy then it was half past three when Com
River road have been at work on the Dick mander Sweetser introduced the speaker.
ey trestle this week. Cook and Spring Major Melcher, an ex-mayor of Portland,
trestles have already been repaired.
who looked every inch a soldier. His re
Owing to sickness in his family, Col. marks were in the form of a eulogy on
Robinson has been unable to take his an General Sherman, whose career he briefly
nual trip to the Lakes. He now expects to sketched from his birth to his highly hon
ored death. The parallel was traced be
try the fishing in a few days.
tween Moses, the mighty captain of the
North Fraklin Grange, P. of H., No. •1.36, Israelites, and General Sherman, showing
Phillips, had an all day meeting and that their early life peculiarly fitted them
jollification, last Saturday. June 1, with for the high leadership they afterward at
a harvest feast at noon. A large num tained.
Some twenty.’ years before the
ber of members were present, as it was war Sherman lived for some time in the
to celebrate the transfer of the Grange South and there became thoroughly famil
building from the Corporation to the iar with a section of the country through
Grange which is now the owner. The which he afterward led his victorious
forenoon was devoted to work in the army on that ever memorable “ march to
third and fourth degrees and the issue of the sea.”
Bonds. One hundred and fifteen were dis
It was long after four when the veterans
posed of. Then came the dinner, and filed out and the audience dispersed. In
afterward, a sociable afternoon.
the evening the Major again spoke in the

HIS DETECTIVE WORK

Colonel Monroe Edwards’ Threat to K ill
the Recorder, W h ic h W as Not Carried
Out—A Noted Duel W hich Grew Out ol
the Trial—Evarts W as In the Case.

“ His name is Evarts,” replied the judge,
“ and I think he has the making of a law
yer in him .”
It was tho famous William M. Evarts,
since theil admittedly at tho head of the
American bar.
Edwards was convicted and sentenced to
ten years’ imprisonment, mainly upon tho
testimony of Recorder Vaux. A t tho close
of the trial the prisoner, with studied po
liteness, looked Mr. Vaux piercingly in the
j eyes. “ I am glad to have this opportunity of speaking to you,” ho said. “ I want
j to say one thing to you •that is important
j for you to remember. I am going to kill
|you the moment I come out of Sing Sing.
! I give you this notice as from one gentlej man to another.”
“ I am very thankful to you, Colonel Ed
wards,” replied the recorder, with the
same politeness, ‘ ‘ for giving me this time
ly notice. It is very gentlemanly of you
to do so. I w ill give you the opportunity
at any time you desire. I havo only done
my dirty and am prepared to take the con
sequences. I only ask of you that when
you make the attempt you w ill look me in
the face. ’ ’
As Mr. Vaux said these words he gazed
fixedly into the forger’s face. The man
turned white and trembled, for lie read in
his captor’s countenance the justifiable de
termination to kill him should he over dare
to face him after liis releaso. Not another
word was spoken between them, for at that
moment the officers led the prisoner away.
He never attempted to can y his threat in
to effect, for he died in prison in January,
1847.
As a sequel to the trial came the duel
between Tom Marshall and Colonel James
Watson Webb. Marshall was a member of
congress at the time of tho Edwards trial,
and for defending the brilliant criminal at
the same time that he was a representative
of the American people in Washington he
was severely criticised by Colonel James
Watson Webb in the columns of the New
York Courier and Enquirer, of which jour
nal that gentleman was the editor. In his
address to the j ury Marshall answered the
newspaper criticism in that bitter style of
invective of which he was the master. This
led to a challenge and a meeting on the so
called ‘ ‘ field of honor. ’ ’ The congressman
shot tho famous editor in the knee and
lamed him for life.— Cincinnati Enquirer.

J

Richard Vaux was not only famous as a
jurist and statesman, but over half a cen
tury ago achieved widespread fame as a
detective in the case of Colonel Monroe Ed
wards in Philadelphia, in October, 1841.
Edwards, who was a native of Russellville,
K y., astounded the world by the boldness
and success of his operations as a forger,
his last offense realizing $44,000, which
was secured by a series of forged letters
and cotton warehouse receipts.
Judge Loundes, a famous criminal law
yer, was engaged to hunt down the cul
prit. He was located in Philadelphia, and
Richard Vaux, then recorder of the city,
by shrewd detective Work, discovered the
forger’s stopping place. Off going to the
house the recorder rang the bell, leaving
Judgo Loundes and Mr. Hart a little to
one side from the door. A servant girl an
swered to the bell.
“ I want to see Colonel Monroe Ed
wards,” said the recorder. “ Is he in?”
She replied that ho was, and Mr. Vaux
immediately walked into the parlor. Be
tween the parlor and the back room thero
was a door, and it was evident from the
rajttlo of the knives and forks that thoso
within the other apartment were engaged
in a meal. There was no one in the parlor,
and the girl went through the door and said
something. A moment later a fine look
ing man came into the parlor. Ho was
about 5 foot 9 inches in height, admirably
proportioned, with hair as black ns the ra
ven’s wing and dark eyes that shot a pierc
ing glance from under dark eyebrows. Ho
A tto r n e y ' nt L a w ,
was dressed with scrupulous exactness and
wore a large amount of fine jewelry, evi
i
:
M aine.
dently paying a great deal of attention to Phillipsy
his personal appearance. The recorder ap
proached him and said:
“ Good evening, Colonel Monroe Ed
wards. I believe you are Colonel Monroo
Edwards, if I X’ecollect aright?”
“ I am that person, ” was the reply, “ and
am very glad to seo you.”
The identify ascertained, the recorder
gave the preconcerted signal, and Judge
Loundes, Mr. Hart, Captain Young and
the police entered the room. Mr. Vaux di
rected Captain Young to put the handcuffs
on Edwards, which was done. The pris
oner made no remarks of any kind, and
said not a word, The recorder, having
completed his duties in the affair, was
about to leave the room, when a very agile,
slim, light colored mulatto boy of about 16
years rushed at the official with a long
knifo in his hand, and made a lunge at
him with tho weapon. So quick was the
movement that thero was nothing for the
recorder to do but knock his assailant
down and take the knife from him, which
he did. Two or threo persons, probably
boarders, came into the room at that mo
ment, and the mulatto disappeared, and
was never afterward seen in this city,
though “ he” was afterward found to bo a
woman who traveled with Edwards in
male attire.
Tho forger’s trunks were secured, and
Rocorder Vaux gathered the evidence with
peculiar detective ability.
Tho trial came off in the city of New
York before Judge William Kent, a son of
Chancellor Kent. Thomas Francis Mar
shall of Kentucky, Mr. Edmunds and a
young gentleman named Evarts were coun
sel for tho accused. Mr. Vaux, in recog
nition of the judicial functions of his of
fice, was invitod to t$ke a seat beside the
judge on the bench. 'Tho appcaranco and
One or tw o girls wanted to learn the art
demeanor of the young lawyer named of type setting.
Evarts attracting his attention, ho said to
Judge Kent, “ Who is that young gentle
m a n !”

77.

IS m a r y

jP r a 1t,

C A R R IA G E S of A L L

KINDS.

FULL BLOOD

JERSEY COWS,

G. A . F R E N C H , or

E. E . SA W Y E R .

Phillips,

: : :

M aine

Help Wanted at Once!

Applyat Rangeley

Lakes Office.
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Local Paragraphs.
Geo. O'. Frees, the painter, is planning
to move to Oidtovn. where he formerly
lived.
Mrs. Abigail Oakes, whose death is re
corded in another column, had reached the
advanced age of 82 years.
Harry A. Haskell of Wakefield, Mass., is
stopping at his and G. E. Parker’s new
cottage, ‘ ‘Camp Winona,” on Long Pond.
He finds the fishing very good.

A Word with the Guides.
S o m e th in g of I n te r e st to E v e r y M e m 

Mrs. Jane Searles went to Farmington
Tuesday, to attend Probate Court, to see
about getting money willed to her.
Connell Woolley, of New York, with
Chas. Hamden as guide, was at Kennebagoand Seven Ponds this week. They
had good luck.

ber

Steamer Irene, will run an excursion
'round the Island Thursday evening, fif
teen cents the round trip. The boat will
start at eight o'clock.
C. W. Barrett is making a model of his
best guiding boats, to be put in either the
Boston and Maine Ticket Office or Lovell’ s
Store, in Boston, as an advertisement.
Geo. B. and H. R. Case of Haverhill,
Mass., who are staying at the Rangeley
Lake House, took four nice fish on Rangeley
Lake, Wednesday forenoon. Elliott Rus
sell, guide.

Americanisms, Good Old English.

My own experience is that most so called
Americanisms, and indeed Irishisms also,
are in reality archaisms of the English lan
guage, which have a habit of surviving
where one would least expect to find them.
Malay persons will tell you that the phrase
“ to let slide” is an Americanism, but stu
dents of English literature will call to
mind the following stanza from Chaucer’s
“ Clerkes Tale:”
I blame him not that he considered nought
In time com ing what might him betide,
But on his lust present was all his thought,
And for to hauke and hunt on every side.
Well neigh all other cures let he slide,
And eke he n ’old (and that was w orst o f all)
Wedden no w if fo r ought that might befall.

Several other illustrations of so called
Americanisms which occur in Chaucer may
be given—as, for example, “ I guess,”
which is frequently to be met w ith :
With him ther was his sone, a younge squier,
A lover and a lusty bacheler,
With lockes crull as they were laide in press©.
Of twenty year o f age he was, I gesse.”
—Prologue “ Canterbury Tales.”

Many quaint wc*rds arc commonly used
in America, as “ pitcher” for “ ju g ,” “ fall”
for “ autumn.” “ Homely” is invariably
used to express the absence of beauty, as
“ a homely girl” for “ a plain girl.” An
example of such usage may bo found in
Shakespeare:
Upon a homely object lovo can wink.
—“ Tw oG entlem en of V erona,” ii, 4

of t h e

F r a t e r n it y .

Appreciating the fact that the guides
of the Rangeley Lakes Region are already
at work in our behalf, and wishing to reward
them for their efforts, and at the same time
furnish an incentive to further labor, the pub
lishers of R a n g e l e y L a k e s make the fol
lowing offer:-T o the guide who brings us in, before
the 1st of January, 1896, the largest number
of yearly subscriptions (over twenty-five) to
R angeley

L a k e s , we will make a present

of one those $35.00 painted boats, made by
either C. W . Barrett,

H. W . Loomis

or

Baker Tufts, as the winning guide may se
lect.

Guides contesting for this prize will

bear in mind that all names submitted by
them must be those of visiting tourists or

—Academy.
Thirsty and Ho Hiked W ine.

“ Just open a small bottle!”
He was a tall, countrified looking man,
who walked up to the bar in a Broadway
saloon and gave the order. In one hand he
carried a little black satchel.
The bartender learned his favorite brand
and drawing tho cork was about to pour
the wine int o a regulation glass.
“ Not on your life,” said the man,
stretching forth his hand. “ Get a big
glass that w ill hold the pint. ’ ’
This was done. The man dashed it off
at a single gulp, smacking his lips and
murmured, “ That’s pretty &ood ” Then
he oponed the satchel, pulled out a roll of
bills, from which ho separated what he
called a “ five spot,’ ’ and handed it over.
When the bartender held out his change,
tho man said:
“ Keep it and open another bottle.”
And this man went through tho opera
tion until lie had disposed of seven bottles,
having been standing at the bar about half
an hour and saying nothing more than
was necessary to givo his order. Ho then
walked to a chair, placed his satchel on tho
seat and himself on top of that, and fell
asleep. He awoke in 15 minutes, grabbed
his satchel and shot through tho door. No
one in the saloon had ever seen him before,
but the bartender would liko to have him
as a steady customer.—New York Herald.

sportsmen and

not

local

residents.

The

proprietors reserve the right to reject any or
all names on this count.
Blank receipts for taking subscriptions
will be furnished to all guides who call at
the office or address us by mail.
A n y further information will be cheer
fully furnished upon application.

NOW,

WHO

GETS

THE

BOAT?

[T r a n s c r ib e d fr o m t h e RANGELEY LAKE
HOUSE R e g is te r .]
W ednesday , May 29.
F. A . Wright,
Lewiston.
Ewing W . Hamlin,
Augusta.
J. W . Crewi,
Middle Dam.
Selden Q. Sawtelle.
Lowell, Mass.
E. T. Coburu,
MiddleDam.
H. C. Percival,
Richardson Lake.
A . J . Lynch,
Lowell, Mass.
. Boston.
C. F. Riordan,
Portland.
W . B. A dee,
Lewiston.
C. E. Beedy,
W arren. M. Breed,
Lynn, Mass.
Chas. F. P ierce.
Do.
John. D. Lewis,
P rovidence.
S. M. Knowles,
Do.
Connell W oolley,
N ew Y ork.
H. Burden,
Troy, N. Y.
E. W arner,
Do.
M alden.
W . W . Hall.
May 30.
Winthrop.
R. Aid en.
Allen Danforth,
Plymouth, Mass.
Haverhill, Mass.
A. B. Gilman,
Do.
Mrs. A. Gillman,
N ew Y ork.
0 . S. Barnum,
Mrs. O. S. Barnum,
Do.
H. W . Clark,
W atertow n, Mass.
J. B Taylor,
N ew ton, Mass.
B. Taylor,
Do.
May 31.
J. E. W ooster,
N ew York.
E. A. Boss,
Willimantic, Ct.
Q. A . A tw ood,
B oston
Mj . and Mrs. F. T. Arnold,
V ea b od y , Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. W . W ; George,
Lynn, Mass.
Miss C. T. George,
Do.
F. L. Richardson,
N ew Y ork.
H. B. Richardson,
Do.
I. T. Burr,
Boston.
J. W . Far well,
Do.
W . D. Pennell,
L e w iston .
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Hayes,
B osto n .
D. S. Richardson,
Brooklyn.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Caswell,
New Y ork
C. W . Porter.
Lynn.’ Mass,
Mrs. Porter, and maid,
Do.
Marian C. Porter,
Do.
Ralph W. Porter,
Do.
June 1.
S. O. Metcalf,*
Providence.
M. B. M etcalf,
Orange, N. J.
W m. Runkle,
Do.
F. E. Timherlake,
Phillips.
H. H. Howard,
W orcester, Mass.
J. B. Farnum,
W oon socket, R. I.
Henry O. Stanley,
Dixfield, Me.
Chas. E. Oak,
Caribou, Me.
June 2.
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. O. Colby,
Boston.
Francis F. Colby,
Do.
K. M. Gilman.
Do.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Hutchins.
Do.
Miss Hutchins,
Do.
S. C. P ease and wife,
MerrimacJMass.
F. H. Hart,
N ew Haven, Ct.
Mr. and Mrs. Nath. N. Thayer,
Boston.
Henry O. Stanley,
Dixfield, Me.
Chas. E. Oak,
Caribou, Me.
June 3.
Connell W ooley,
N ew York.
H. F. Lamb,
Providence.
*
Do.
C. E. Lamb,
Farmington.
J. F. Sanborn,
Portland.
G. F. Burns,
Boston.
Fred J. Rob bin, s
Do.
E. J. Wardswell,
H. F. Armsden,
Do.
Chos. S. Davis, w ife and son Plymouth, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. T. T. Sw ift,
East Orange, N. J .
M. D. Dizer and w ife,
East W eym outh, Mass.
Dr. Hathaway,
W eym outh, Mass.
W . M. Dizer and wife,
Brookline, Mass.
H orace A tw ood,
Hampden.
Chas. Staples, ji\,
Portland.
E. S. Coe,
Bangor.
Jas. W . Sewell,
Oldtown.
Mark P. Emery,
Portland.
Plymouth.
W. K. Heath, and w ife,
D. Pingree.
Salem, Mass.
June 4.
F. E. Bell and wife,
**,
Bangor.
A. F. Mentzer and wife.
Boston.
Fred Penley and wife,
Auburn.
Fred B. Estes,
Portland.
W . J. Shaw,
Do.
Fred G. Dyer,
L aw rence.
H. W. Howe.
Do.
G. C. Ketchum,
Do.
W. M. Stexihenson,
Portland,
W . Judy,
Richmond, V a.
E. T. Hatch,
Portland.
Geo. B. Case,
Haverhill.
H. R. Case,
Do.
W. E. Butler,
Boston.
John H. V ose and w ife}
Portland.
D. W . Davis.
Phillips,
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Published every Thursday morning, by the

v o t e to aid th is m ovem en t an d h a v e v iew s
o f th eir lo c a l scenery
p h o to g r a p h e d .
R a n g e l e y L a k e s is a s t r o n g a d v o c a te
o f this m ove.

Rangeley Lakes Publishing Company,

People who haven’ t been to Rangeley
for a dozen or fifteen years find it hard to
H A R R Y P. DILL AND ELLIOTT C .D ILL,
realize that the place has grown large
Editors and Proprietors.
enough for a paper of its own. When they
learn of the rise in land values, the growth
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $1.00 Per Year of the business and residential portions,and
above all the increase of summer travel,
In Advance.
which has brought about the change, they
open their eyes in astonishment. The vis
Devoted to the In terests o f the. W hole
itor of fifteen years since would hardly
R a n g eley la k e s R eg ion .
recognize the busy, growing City by the
Lake.
____________________ _

ADVERTISING Rates Reasonable, and will
be made known on application.

His W ork Produced W ith Astonishing
Speed Regardless of His Surroundings.

Address all communications to
R an geley L akes . Rangeley, Maine.

The RANGELEY LAKES is
The

Best

Advertising

TROLLOPE’S RAPID WRITING.

M edium !

WHY?
BECAUSE the people like to read it, and do
not subscribe on the principle that i t 's the
only one there is.
BECAUSE it is the best that first-class mate
rial and first-class workmanship can produce.
BECAUSE it fully covers the whole Rangeley
region, and reaches out among sportsmen
everyw here.
I f these points do not convince you that it
will pay you to have your advertisement in the
R an geley L akes , we have still other argu
ments which will hit your case. See if we
haven't.
R a n g e l e y , M e ., T h u r s d a y , J u n e G, 1895.

The End Not Yet.
•‘Take the last fish from the lakes', kill
all the game in the woods, and Rangeley
would yet have charms enough to lui'e in
creased numbers of people hither.”
The words quoted above are those of a
gentleman who is very much.'interested in
the growth of the City by the Lake. At
first reading his words may sound wild,
but read them again and you’ ll admit that
there is sooth in what he says.
The old days of continuous roughing it
are past. Inconvenience long ago gave
way to comfort, and now social luxury is
being added to comfort, in short, Rangeley is growing into a fashionable summer
resort.
The town has shown by its steady im
provement in appearance that it is in
sympathy with this growth; but there is
still work to be done. Moreover this
work means something more than mere
civic pride; it means increased business
for every resident of the place.
The Village Improvement Society did
good work during its existence, and should
be started again ere it passes out of mem
ory. say prominent business men of the
place.
And. by the way, what’ s the matter
with a board of trade, to boom the City
by the Lake.
The last State legislature appropriated
seven hundred and fifty dollars, to be ex
pended in advertising the summer resort
attractions of Maine. This is to be done
by means of very large, artistic photo
graphs of some of the choicest bits of
beautiful Maine scenery, which ait to le
placed on exhibition at. all the principal
cities of the Union. Other sections of the
State have already sent out their views,
and are to-day reaping their reward in the
greatly increased number of visitors.
Heretofore the Rangeleys have not been
shown up like other places, but at the
present time Mr. Gay is making the pho
tographs of summer hotels and cottages,
which will be widely scattered, it would
be to tne advantage of every inhabitant
of North Franklin, if each town would

I remember a characteristic discussion
about their mode of writing between Trol
lope and Georgo Eliot at a little dinner
party at her house.
“ Why,” said Anthony, “ I sit down ev
ery morning at 5:30, with my watch on
my desk, and for three hours I regularly
produce 250 words every quarter of an
hour. ’ ’
Georgo Eliot positively quivered with
horror at the thought—she who could mute
only when she felt in the vein, who wrote,
rewroto and destroyed her manuscript two
or three times, and as often as not sat at
her table without writing at all.
“ There aro days and days together,” sho
groaned out, “ when I cannot write a line. ”
“ Y es,” said Trollope, “ with imagina
tive work like yours that is quite natural,
but with my mechanical stuff it’s a sheer
matter of industry. It’s not the head that
does it. It’s the cobbler’s wax on tho seat
and tho sticking to my chair.”
In his “ Autobiography” he has elabo
rately explained this process—how he wrote
day by day, including Sundays, whatever
his duties, his amusements or tho place,
measuring out every page, counting the
words and exacting the given quantity
hour by hour. He wrote continuously
2,500 words in each day and at times more
than 25,000 words in a week. He wroto
while engaged in severe professional drudg
ery, while hunting thrice a w eek and in
the whirl of London society. Ho wroto in
railway trains, on a sea voyage and in a
town clubroom. Whether ho was on a jour
ney, or pressed with office reports, or vis
iting friends, he wrote just the same.—
Frederick Harrison in Forum.
A Wonder of Relationship.

In an old scrapbook which contains a
number of clippings without date I find
the following: “ William Harman, who
committed suicide at Titusville, Pa., a
short time since, did so because some one
had convinced him that he was his own
grandfather! Here is a copy of the singu
lar letter he left: ‘ I married a widow who
had a grownup daughter. My father vis
ited us often, fell in love with my step
daughter and married her. Thus he be
came my son-in-law, and my stepdaughter
became my mother, because sho was my
father’s wife. Soon after this my wifo
gave birth to a son, which, of courso, was
my father’s brother-in-law, and my uncle,
for lie was the brother of my stepmother.
My father’s wife also became the mother
of a son. He was, of course, my brother,
and also my grandchild, for he was the son
of my daughter. Accordingly my wife was
my grandmother, because she was my
mother’s mother. I was my w ife’s hus
band and grandchild at one and tho same
time. And, as tho husband of a person’s
grandmother is his grandfather, I was my
own grandfather!’ ” Was it any wonder
that the poor man rid himself of such tan
gled relationship?—St. Louis Republic.
The Still, Small Voice.

The mother and grandmother of small
Susan were “ talking her over,” and in
small Susan’s presence. “ Havo you taught
her anything yet about the still, small
voice?’ ’ asked the grandmother. “ N o,” re
plied the mother, “ she is too young. I ’ll
teach her about the still, small voice when
she’s able to understand it.” A day or
two after this small Susan’s mother hoard
tho most dreadful howls and yells coming
from the nursery. Rushing there she
found small Susan prone upon tho floor.
“ What is the matter, my darling?” cried
the affrighted mother. Whereat small Su
san picked herself up deliberately and re
plied, serenely enough, “ That, mamma, is
the still, small voice..” —New York Sun.

’ TW1XT YOU AND M E.
A h ! spring is here—that is to say,
It was here just the other day;
But it is gone—that is to say,
It had gone just the other day.
And ere these lines in print appear
Spring is—was—has been—may be—here,

—Victoria Warder.
If fish lies shut the liar out of Heaven,
what a jolly party there’ ll be around His
Satanic Majesty’s fire, down below!
Senator Frye is still fishing on the
Rangeleys, and there are many fish to
Frye.—Boston Herald, i— i CU
But no small fry, by any means.
I was talking with Manager Knight of
the Pine Tree Wheel Company the other
day. Mr. Knight is a hustler, and sells
wheels faster than the factories can supply
them. “ The bad stage of bicycling is past,”
says he. “ It is no longer a freak. It is a
necessity,” and then he rattled off a string
of figures to show how the business had
grown.
A fortune awaits the man who will in
vent shot and bullet proof ••whistle”
and “ mile” posts for railroads running
through a sporting country. If there is
one thing which seems absolutely irresist
ible to the man with the shot-gun or rifle
it is the small white boards along the
track. Nearly every board between Farm
ington and Rangeley has leaden remem
brances of this kind.
My friend Haines, who’ s a well-read
French scholar, delights to rap the knuckles
of that large class who use a language
they’re unacquainted with. Listen to bis
latest:—
“ Mrs. Smith, nee Mary Brow n,” implies
a forecasting of sex impossible before ex
ploiting the French' word for ••born.”
Mrs. Smith might have been “ Brown”
when she first saw the light but not ‘ ‘Mary’ ’
until after the christening, except pro
visionally.
The weather is a subject which should
never be alluded to in any publicaton save
a daily paper with hourly editions. The
first of the week it will be cold and you
write a paragraph pleading for a change.
Then, two days later it’ s torrid and you
make the customary paragraph about the
heat, and then, just as you go to press, it
cools off again and you make a final mod
ification. To write weather paragraphs
for a weekly paper either wrecks your
standing for veracity or sobriety.
The best local story I’ ve heard for a long
time, Comes from Rediiigton. A Phillips
man had a small bill against a resident of
Redington and brought suit through a
Gardiner lawyer, to recover the same. As
is customary he charged the delinquent a
dollar for advising him to cash up at once.
Upon receipt of the lawyer's letter the
Redington man sat down and wrote as
follows: “ Dear Sir: Yours of the----- re
ceived. In reply let me say that I have
several other bills which I think should be
paid before the one von ask me to settle.
You have charged me $1.00 for writing
your letter. 1 will not be so hard on you
and will charge you but 50 cents and I
herewith remit balance.”

MOCK WINE RUINED HIM.
Fate of an Actor W h o Guzzled Imitation
Liquor on tho Stage.

Down a t ------ the other evening I met a
ruined actor. Of course it was not the
first one by any means, but it was the first
one whose pathway from munificence to
misery had been along so strange a course.
“ I once had a lin e baritone voice, ” ho
coughed, when I had con sen ted to listen to
him. “ I sang Devilshocf in ‘ Bohemian
Girl’ and had to drink about a quart of
colored water in the count’s apartments
night after night, and the Venetian red or
madder, or whatever it was they used to
stain the water, sapped tho wells of my
vocalism, and I couldn’t sing any better
than Jim Gurville does now.
‘ ‘ Then I went to tho comedy stage, and
drank at fetes and fairs, and felt my art
slipping from me with each potation. But
it was down in the books and wliat could
I do? I tried melodrama, and swallowed
half a gallon of ‘ booze’ in ‘ The Stowaway, ’
and that sent me to the concert rooms,
where I was supplied with cinnamon
brown stuff in common tumblers, and was
expected to swallow the whole of it, and
even then act drunk, when tho effect was
enough to sober three blocks of the Bow
ery. After that t>went from bad to worse,
always being cast in plays where there was
mock ‘ booze’ to be drunk, and now I can’t
sing, I can’t act, I can’t dance and what
the—well, since you insist, I can drink,
though it’s seldom enough I get the
chance. Here’s to you! And may you
never put an enemy into your mouth that
comes from the property man. ’ ’
So saying, the ruined actor, true to his
training, swallowed the genuine draft,
and simulated intoxication—so baleful aro
the influences of tho stage.—New York
Herald.
French and English Manners.

Gigoux, the painter, who died recently
at the age of 90, left souvenirs, but they
arc not to be printed until the next cen
tury is middle aged. He had many aris
tocratic English friends, pupils and pa
trons. One of them was an Earl of Essex,
to whose sister Gigoux was engaged to be
married. The match fell through from an
accidental cause. Gigoux did the portrait of
the Marquis of Londonderry, who was a
Waterloo veteran. Castlereagh, “ a charm
ing man,” often dropped in to tako pot
lxick at the painter’ s house in Paris. Ho
was fond of Burgundy wine and thought
Gigoux’s tho best ho ever drank.
When the artist went on a visit to him
to England, he said he must give him a
lesson in English manners. “ You aro
never to tako the slightest u;
s of any of
my friends with whom you are not ac
quainted when I meet them with you. If
you so much as touch your hat, you wiU
be considered a poor devil of inferior
birth.” One day they woro going to see a
painting at the Duke of Somerset’s. On
the way Castlerea; h fell in with Somer
set, whom lie named before ho came up to
him. Gigoux instinctively, as tho noble
men accosted each other, wins about to raise
his hat, when Castlereagh, taking his
hand, gave it a downward jerk. He then
presented him to the duke. Gigoux was
during 40 years a trusted friend of the
Princess Mathilda.—Paris Cor. London
Truth.
Man as an Agriculturist.

M. Felix Alcan, in liis “ Conquest of the
Vegetable World,” shows man’s progress
when he became an agriculturist. A t first
man was a hunter, afterward he reared
cattle and lastly cultivated the soil. If lie
had been able to domesticate animals, that
helped him in tillage. Tho want of proper
animals may havo, in a certain measure,
Anent the ever-uppermost subject of retarded the advance of particular races or
church suppers, let me give you an excerpt minimGeil agricultural efforts. Agricul
ture calk'd on a higher degree of intelli
from a letter 1 recently received from a |
gence when a field was plowed. There was
lady friend: “ The •gentlemeil’s supper’ (at even requisite a new mental element, the
which the ladies do jthe worl i and the men exerciso of patience. Tho man might exist
stand around witl 1 tthit y rons on) is to on the deer he killed, for at once the effort,
come off to-morr
>g. The men supplied the food. But when lie plowed,
are planning to m;ike 8100 to18150. Nearly sowed and garnered a season elapsed before
every man in the {;lavish has been assessed he had tire reward of liis toil.
either 81 or 82. his wife asked to cook f e d j ‘ ‘ Tho profession of agriculture was much
more toilsome than that of herdsman, and
of some sort and then ho is expected to man, averse to hard work, recoiled long
buy tickets for bis family beside. One man before the fatigue of the task.” When the
said to mo yesterday: “ I ‘.ell you what. >’c first field was plowed, then the. true re
are the foil:;, to make the money.” And sources of mankind were found, and his
yet the men, who go in for raising money |progress was assured. Tho distinguishing
by the supper method, are often shrewd race of cultivators o f the soil wore tho A r
yans, and so the name Aryan comes from
financiers in secular affairs.
the Latin arare, to plow.

RANGELEY LAKES
Buffalo Bugs.

With the Sportsmen.
fishing at Greely Ponds was good. They
caught quite a number at Loon Lake, troll
ing. They also had good luck fly fishing,
at Cow Pond. The Cow Pond, Greely
Pond and Lagoons, are all easily reached
from Loon Lake by trail.
May R. S. York live long and “ grow
fat,” is the wish of the party.
Nate Ellis and Martin L. Fuller were
the guides.O n e of t h e P a r t y .
Pleasant Island Camps Record.
The Latest Bear Story.

Here’ s the latest bear story: Frank
Graves, who lives above Madrid, was go
ing through a cut-down on Perry Hill, a
few days ago. As he was walking slowly
up a rise in the ground, something black
loomed up on the crest of the hill. He
paused, and in another moment a large
black bear walked leisurely into view.
When it caught sight of the man, the bear
stood still. For a brief space of time man
and bear eyed each other. The man raised
his rifle and fired. The bullet went wide
of the mark and he fired again. This time
the shot either took effect or went so close
as to startle the bear, for the animal rose
on its hind legs, pawing the air and utter
ing ferocious snarls and growls. Graves
fired one more shot, the bear dropped onto
all fours and paused irresolutely for a mo
ment as if in doubt whether to run or
fight, and then started off at a brisk trot.
Graves now lost entire control of himself
and kept snapping the hammer on empty
T h e 8 lb. T r o u t T a k e n by SVSr. shells as the bear disappeared toward the
forest.
W a rre n IV!, Breed of
The bear’s cries had been so loud that
Lynn , M ass.
they drew Grave’s brother to the rescue.
The bear’ s tracks were afterward meas
ured, and were wider than a man’ s out
stretched hand, which shows that he must
Saturday was a great day for salmon have been a monster.
at Marsquamosy!

HORSE TORTURE.
Geo. Haley of Phillips and David Haley
of this place had splendid fishing on Quimby
Slitting the Nostrils Still Practiced In Some
Pond the first of the week.
Parts of the W orld.

Slitting a horse’s nostrils is still practicGeo. McL. Presson of Farmington cap
ed in some parts of flfic world, as in Persia,
tured an 8 lb. togue near Pine Point on
Mongolia and even in northern Africa,
Varnum Pond, Tuesday.
and ponies with slit nostrils are often seen
in the Himalayas and in Afghanistan.
H.
A. Redfield, of Hartford, Conn., onThis mutilation is resorted to in the erro
May 29tli, took a 5% lb. salmon, in the neous belief that the horse can inhale more
air when going at a fast pace, and also
cove near Rangeley Lake House.
that it prevents neighing, a disqualifica
A large deer was seen Monday morning tion of much importance during war, or
within 40 rods of the buildings on David when it is desirable to travel as silently as
possible. It was practiced in Hungary not
Haley’ s farm near Quimby Pond.
long ago, if we are to accept as evidence
D. S. Richardson of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
with Henry Fuller as guide, made a catch
of over twenty fish in 4)4 hours fishing, in
Quimby Pond. The fish averaged a pound
in weight.
L. V. Winship, who learned to fish when
a boy in Franklin County years ago, had
the fun of fighting and successfully land
ing a 3 fin salmon, on Lake Auburn, a few
weeks ago.
Hon. Joel Wilbur writes us as follows:
•‘Loon Lake, May 27'.—My first fishing on
Loon Lake—result—twelve gamy trout in
one hour, taken on a fly. Trout here fat,
and fine flavor. Camps neat apd commo
dious. pleasantly located and nicely kept,
beds first class, table “ excellent—and al
together an enjoyable place to rest or fish.
Good L u ck at Loon Lake
R a n g e l e y , M e.,May 30, ’95.
To the Editors of the Rangeley Lakes:
W. F. Sturtevant and wife, of Springfield and Ben Sweet and wife, of Boston,
have been enjoying the fly fishing at Loon
Lake, for the past few days. They speak
very highly of the well kept camps, the
fine beds and the excellent table, together
with the fine mountain scenery. The fly

the copy of a finished sketch of a horse’s
head, by the celebrated Zoffani, given in
Colonel Hamilton’ s work on horses. It is
rather surprising that the fashion was not
renewed in England, for two or throe cen
turies ago, to prevent a horse neighing, it
was recommended to tie a woolen band
around the tongue. Markham says:
‘ ‘ If either when you are in service in the
wars and would not be discovered, or when
upon any other occasion you would not
have your horse to neigh or make a noise,
you shall take a lysto (band) of woolen
cloth and tye it fast in many folds about
the middle of your horse’s tongue, and be
lieve it, so long as the tongue is so tyed,
so long the horse can by no means neigh
or make any extraordinary noise with his
voice, as hath often been tried and approv
ed of. ’ ’
A very barbarous and useless operation
for the prevention of stumbling in horses
was fashionable toward the end of the sev
enteenth and beginning of the eighteenth
centuries. This was the exposure of the
tendon of a muscle that assists in dilating
the nostrils and twisting it round two or
three times, when it was divided. “ In do
ing this you shall see the horse bring his
hinder legs to his foro legs almost, when
you havo thus pulled and turned the sinew
two or three times. ’ ’ Such a statement
w ill give some idea of the pain the animal
experienced during the senseless operation.
—Nineteenth Century.

Twenty-five years ago over the vast
plains of the far West roamed countless
numbers of the buffalo or American bison.
With the advent of the first steam car be
gan the slaughter of this ncble game at
the hands of sportsmen (?) and in a brief
space extermination was the result. Time
passed on and to the rising generation the
word Buffalo meant only the fair city by
the shores of Lake Erie. But the end was
not yet, and the hour was approaching
when the word would have a new meaning
and the wrongs of the mighty buffalo be
fully avenged in the destruction wrought
by his tiny but unconquerable namesake,
the buffalo bug.
Is there one among our readers so fortuna te as never to have seen, what for brev
ity, we will term a b. b.? Fancy an ap
ple seed in motion and you have the size
and general appearance of the largest,
while the smallest are scarcely visible. Do
yon suspect their presence? Then lift a
rug or carpet in some little-used room and
yon may chance to disturb a whole colony
one and all endowed with such powers of
locomotion, that did their size but equal
their speed, no race horse living could dis
tance them.
A t first all efforts were directed toward
killing the bugs, but it was afterward
discovered that the beetle was the real
trouble—if trouble be not too light a word.
It is not given to many of us. especially
those of the gentler sex, to hunt the lion
or tiger in the wilds of darkest Africa, or
to shoot moose and caribou in the woods
of brightest Maine, but it has quite a
sporting sound to speak of setting buffalo
traps and a few hints on the successful
hunting of the buffalo bug may not be
amiss—briefly, as soon as possible in the
spring, pack fur and woolen garments in
strong, tightly closed bags of cotton or
paper—then turn your attention to the
traps which ax’e simply woolen pieces
thrown on the floor where the bugs most
do congregate. Shake them and all ex
posed garments daily and admit all the
air and sunshine possible. This last is es
sential, for, “ his deeds being evil, the buf
falo bug cometh not to the light;” not for
scriptural reasons, but because he likes
dark corners where he can reduce your car
pets and your patience to tatters at the
same time. These bugs are credited with
a taste for color, and like the immortal
Mr. Stiggins have their “ particular wanity,” which is red of any shade. They cer
tainly absorb color, for those killed when
feeding on anything scarlet leave a bright
red mark. When one is tired of looking
for the bugs turn to the beetles which are
easily found on sunny windows. They
are small and not unlike the lady bug for
which they are sometimes mistaken. They
are marked with a red stripe and white
spots on the back.
From this time on through the next two
months a strict search for the beetles and
bugs will save many a wearisome hour
another year. The bugs appeared unusu
ally early this spring, speaking from per
sonal experience, and during the' recent
cold weather hardly a trace of them could
be found, but it was only a fancied secur
ity, for during the last week in May they
reappeared. Luckily by August one can
rest from their labor.
Subjoined is the opinion of an eminent
authority, Professor Fernald of the Vermont Agricultural Experimental Station,
taken from the N. E. Homestead. In a
comment on the Professor’ s remarks the
editor says that the “ pitchy carpet beetle”
may be the one that eats articles credited
to the buffalo bug. May we be delivered
from an invasion of this new foe. The
Professor says: “ The opinion that it in
jures cotton or silk goods, lace curtains,
etc., must be erroneous, for I have repeat
edly put the larvae or young of this beetle
into bottles with various substances for
them to feed upon, and when furnished
with cotton and w ool mixed goods, they
invariably ate the woolen fibers, leaving
the cotton intact; but when I gave them
only cotton, silk, or pieces of newspaper,
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they as invariably died without eating
any of these substances. The injuries re
ported to have been done to silk, lace cur
tains, etc., must have been done by some
other insect.”
C A M P AND C O TTAG E.
Hon. Joel Wilbur and family, returned
to Phillips from Camp Chateauguay, last
Friday.
Mrs. Noble, with Misses Agnes, Laurie
and Lew, are at Anglewood, for a couple
of weeks.
Landlord Marble’ s new cottage is in the
hands of the painters. It’ s as pretty as
they make them.
Miss Luette Timbei'lake with Mellie, Em
mie and Leon were at Marsquamosy for a
few days last week.
Miss Bertha Leman of Brockville, Ont.,
and Edwin Nesmith of Boston University,
have been guests at M oxy Ledge this week.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Wilbur, with son
Conrad, and Miss Edith Church, of P ort
land, have been at Chateauguay, this week.
Miss Clare E. Hinkley, of Phillips, hooked
and landed a
trout within a few rods
of the cottage, during her recent stay at
Anglewood.
Anglewood, Mr. N. P. Noble’ s cottage
on the east shore of Oquossoc, is fairly com
pleted, and reflects great credit on its
architect owner, for the pretty design was
Mr. Noble’ s own.
The company at M oxy Ledge were treat
ed to a rare sight Sunday. A crow was
seen hovering over the water about tw o
rods from the shore when he slowly drop
ped to the lake and picked up a small fish,
flopping away with it in his mouth.
The Porter Party, consisting of C. W.
Porter, Mrs. Porter and maid, Marian C.
Poi’ter and Ralph, from Lynn, Mass., are
staying at their cottage oix Dodge Pond
Mrs. Porter is an old visitor to the Rangeleys, and has many friends hereabout.

W h a t they Say of Us.
K in d W o r d s F r o m th e P r e s s , C o n 
c e r n in g R a n g e le y ’ s N ew P a p e r .
We have received the first issue of the
“ Rangeley Lakes,” a very cx’editable
newspaper of 12 pages of 4 cohxmns each,
published at Rangeley, by Hax'ry P. Dill
axxd his son, Elliott C., and devoted to the
sporting intex-ests of North Franklin. It
is as full of sporting news as an egg is of
meat, and is very loadable.— Farmington
Independent.
Rangeley’ s new weekly paper, “ The
Rangeley Lakes,” issued by Messrs.
Hax-ry P. Dill and Elliott C.Dill, is a bloom
ing beauty, and we congratulate the whole
Rangeley Region on the birth of so lusty
and proxnising a child. It evidently will be
the fishermen’ s own paper, as well as the
x’epository of all the local news of its field.
Starting with
eighteen
columns of
advertising and a jolly grist of original
reading matter, its prosperity is assured.
Both of its conductox's, father and son,
have the newspaper knack and are gentlemeix of talent and enterpxuse. Mr. Elliott
C. Dill was formex’ly an esteemed member
of the Journal staff.—Lewiston Journal.

S U B S C R IB E
FOR THE

Rangeley
Lakes!
$ 1.00 per year.

All the W eek’s News.

LETTER CARRIERS IN THE ALPS.

They Smiled
A n d D iscu sse d the W eather
and K indred T o p ic s ,

B ut W o u ld Say a^othirsg of
T h e ir Ch o ice for W a rd e n .

Visit of Fish C o m m is s io n e rs
Stanley and Oak.

The

Hatchery at S e m is and
the Proposed L a w for
Q u im b y Pond.

Fish commisioners Stanley and Oak
have been up this way this week, getting
the lay of the land. Their visit caused
something of a stir among the candidates
for game warden.
Yon see there are three men who wish to
be appointed warden: Geo. M Esty,
Henry Fuller and Geo. D. Huntoon (the
present warden). Each of them has many
friends and each firmly believes that he has
the inside track.
Two wardens may be appointed from
this county, one to look after the lowrer
portion and one to watch the upper pre
serves. It is quite probable, however, that
only one appointment will be made. The
governor’s council meets the 20th and the
name or names will then be presented for
confirmation.
When R a n g e l e y L a k e s interviewd
Messrs Stanley and Oak, the tw o chatted
very affably of the weather, the fishing, the
best kind of flies, fish hatching,the prospect
for future fishing, in fact, of everything save
game wardens in particular.
When the reporter pressed Mr. Stanley
closer on the matter he smiled and looked
at Mr. Oak. The latter gentleman smiled
back. Then they said:—
‘ ■-It was great fishing we had at Mar
squamosy Saturday and Sun—Monday” .
Other M atters.

Mr. Stanley says that the hatchery at
Bemis is splendidly located, and he thinks
will do excellent work. They took 12,000
young trout from the Rangeley hatchery
Monday, and liberated them at Bemis.
Questioned about the proposed law for
Quimby Pond, Mr. Stanley said that the
matter was under advisement and will pro
bably be settled before long. A hearing
will be held at Rangeley very soon, and
the testimony then brought out will have
much to do with the final verdict. Mr. Stan
ley says he thinks the limie must be reduced
or the pond will be fished out completely.
“ W e are very much pleased with what
we have seen and have enjoyed our trip very
much,” said both men, as their train pulled
out of the depot.

Dead River Station.
Geo. Pickens, the driver on I. W. Green’s
Eustis stage line, sees lots of game in his
travels. Monday night he saw two, and
Tuesday night one deer. He reports many
sportsmen going and coming. All who
return seem satisfied with the good luck
they have had. The catches, though not
consisting of large fish, are so numerous
that they have much sport. The Marston
party went in Tuesday night, to Round
Mountain Lake, and the Johnston party,
Wednesday night, to King and Bartlett
Ponds.

T h eir T errib le H ardsh ips In W in te r and
H e r o ic D ev otion to Duty.

Am ong letter carriers the world over
probably there are few who undergo for so
small a pittance such terrible hardships as
those vUio carry the mails in the high Alps
in winter. They are paid but 28 cents per
day and frequently lose their lives in the
performance of their duty. The world at
large hears of them but rarely, and then
only from some chance traveler-who has
been snowbound in a hospice in those high
altitudes.
The postman at Villar d’Arene, in the
Alpes Maritimes, was badly frost bitten
last winter while making his rounds. A
Parisian journalist happened to be in the
village when the mail arrived and said to
him, “ You have a good excuse for not go
ing over your route today, because you are
ill and more than three feet of new snow
fell last night. ’ ’
“ Yes, monsieur,” the carrier replied, “ I
know all that very well, but—que youlozvous? There is in the bag a letter from
Louis Jousset, which comes from Tonquin.
You cannot understand how impatiently
his parents are awaiting that letter from
their son. Every day they ask me, ‘ Is there
nothing from him yet?’ They are anxious
about him. He is so far away. And now a
letter has come, shall I make them wait?
Oh, no. I have not the courage, though I
fear from the pain I suffer that neither the
postman nor the letter will reach their des
tination.”
On the way from Abries, on the French
side, to Bobbio, in Italy, somo miles before
reaching the Col de la Croix, separating the
two countries, there Is a house of refuge,
which was built nearly 100 years ago by
the French government. For somo time
previous to last winter it was kept by a
cantonnier and his wife, but through care
lessness or complacence they allowed
Italian soldiers to come there and spy
across the border. Last winter, therefore,
two gendarmes were stationed there, and
the place was furnished with a telephone
to the village below. They were supplied
with provisions every two days by a post
man named Blanc, from Abries, some
miles distant. The snow fell so deeply one
night in February that it filled the steep
pass which led to the house where the two
soldiers were stationed. Blanc, neverthe
less, knowing that they would soon be
without provisions, set out to relieve them.
Ho did hot return, and the next day his
body was found. The two gendarmes,
meanwhile, were starving, and it was only
at the risk of their lives that somo hardy
villagers rescued them two days later.—
New York World.
Beards, Snuff and the English Bar.

Forty years ago an Old Bailey practi
tioner who wore a beard was summoned
to attend a meeting of the bar and charged
with “ violating the honorable traditions
of the profession.” Ho sought acquittal
on the ground that a serious affection of
the throat compelled his transgression of
the unwritten ordinances of the bar, but
his judges declined to accept his defenso
and sent him to Coventry. Times, The Law
Journal, points out, have changed now.
*‘ Half of the ordinary 91embers of the court
of appeals now wear beards, Lord Justice
Lopes, Lord Justice Rigby and now Lord
Justico Kay having departed from the tra
ditions of the bench. The only ot|ier judges
who wear beards aro Lord Watson and Sir
Francis Jeune.”
Another terrible instance of departure
from ancient precedent was deplored last
night by the lord chief justice in his amus
ing speech to tho Hardwicke society. The
‘ 'eminently judicial” habit of taking snuff
was, he regretted to say, falling into almost
complete desuetude- II<4 remembered Sir
James Bacon telling him on one occasion
that when he was a junior there was not a
single man in tho court, fr<*m the judge
on the benen to the usher/ who did not
carry a snuffbox, and ho ended by saying,
“ Here I am, the only man left with a
snuffbox.” And now the only man left is
the chief himself, but all that one man can
do he does.—Westminster Gazette.
Sir Henry Bayard.

The late Sir Henry Layard was a man to
whose abilities, achievements and personal
qualities but scant justice was done in
the obituary notices which appeared at the
time of his death.
He did not “ wear his heart upon his
sleeve,” and those who had only a slight
acquaintance with him may perhaps be ex
cused for not perceiving the stanch and

These Ponds, situated 27 miles from Rangeley, by Buckbo&rd to K en n eba go: thence (after
crossing the lake by steam er), by good trail and row boat to Beaver pond. Prom Kennebago
lake she miles by boat; thence by trail to the M eadow Grounds camp, four miles. Here is found
excellent fly fishing and a com fortable camp. From the M eadow Grounds there is a mile and a
half o f boating, and a tw o and a half mile trail to B eaver pond. N o party has, after visiting
Beaver pond, disputed but what the distance as given would hold out.
R O U T E F R O M BOSTON.—Take Boston & Maine, Maine Central, Sandy River and Phil
lips & Rangeley Railroads to Rangeley, and Buckboard at Rangeley for K ennebago lake.
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Brook Fishing.

Pure Spring W ater.
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summit o f Saddleback Mountain, 4,000 feet above the level o f the sea. F or Circulars and
information, address,
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I M E E T A L L T H R O U G H T R A IN S A T R A N G E E E Y.

Sportsmen desiring to be carried with their baggage from the station to any given point,
will find my team in readiness at all regular trains for their accommodation. Patronage
solicited, and the best attention given to passengers and baggage.
13.
genuine kindness of that heart—a kind
ness which none of his friends could
fail to experience, but his achievements
and his career are written large in the his
tory of the nineteenth century, and the
impetus which his researches and discover
ies gave to the study of archaeology—to say
nothing of the inestimable value of the
light they throw on the Old Testament
narrative—will never be forgotten or un
derrated by those whose opinions on such
subjects is worth having. Sir Henry Lay
ard’s later years were chiefly devoted to
historical, archaelogical and artistic re
search, and during his residence in Venice,
where I10 spent a considerable part of every
year, he came to be regarded almost as an
unaccredited representative of his country
in that city.—John Murray in Good Words.
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T H E GREAT FIREFLY.
One of Nature’s Curiosities Found In the
W est India Islands.

The great firefly—Elater noctilucus—is
an inhabitant of the savannahs of most of
the warmer parts of America and tho West
Indian islands. It is said to attain a length
of 1Yi inches. In the gloom of night these
flies are extremely luminous, and the effect
is brilliant. The light chiefly proceeds
from four parts—viz, from two glandular
spots behind tho eyes, and ono under each
wing. They have tho power to cut off the
light at will, in which case the glandular
spots become perfectly opaque. Tho light
of this wonderful insect by itself is such
that If the creature be held in the palm of
the hand, print or manuscript is as easily
read as by a candle. The aboriginal na
tives cage these creatures and make use of
W here Love Is Secondary.
A conspicuous difference between tho them, it is alleged, as lanterns. Ladies
English and Chinese dramas is explained adorn themselves with this electriclike
by the fact that, whereas in the former luminary.
It is related of Don Domingo Conde of
love holds a leading part, in the latter it is
relegated to a secondary place. In Eng Colombia that he would appear on the
land it is a passion, in China a sentiment evening promenade with a large firefly or
only; hence the thousand intrigues love namenting tho buckle of his broad hat,
gives rise to are, in tho latter country, ei while a band of smaller luminous insects
ther thrown into the shade or tabooed en surrounded it. The same Spaniard lighted
tirely. Without their ardent passions many his palace with fireflies in silver cages.
of our theatrical productions would lose The display must have been enchanting,
J for at ono time the light is ruddy, at antheir interest and most of their merit. An
English, or, to use a wider term, a Euro |other the tinge is greenish, then there is a
pean playgoer, requires a due quantum of I change to golden yellow. It is stated that
when the Spaniards were about to land one
love.
In China, on the other hand, this de of their expeditions against Mexico a pan
mand finds little echo, since love there is ic was caused by these luminaries. The
not the chief theme of bard and painter. host of flitting lights on land was supposed
Convention and the strength of parental to be an indication of the enemy arousing
authority have crushed in a great measure their camp to resist the attack.
When the English wero attacking the
those amorous longings which exist in the
human heart, and as love, courtship and West India islands, the fireflies were taken
matrimony are even more prosaic in t^ho to be a Spanish army advancing with burn
far east than in our part of the world the I ing matches against them, and the upshot
first of these feelings, if handled as a pas- ! was a hasty retreat to tho ships.—A ll the
Year $ound.
sion, cannot powerfully arrest the atten- I
tion of the multitude.—Nineteenth Cen- 1
tnry.
Pat Agreed.
A Dainty Sprinkler.

O ’Kief—Doesn’t Miss Flipsley make a
pretty picture as she sprinkles her flowers?
McEll—Yes, and judging by tho way
She is holding her skirt she seems anxious
to let the neighbors see that she uses noth
ing but the best quality of hose.— Brook
lyn Eagle.
Ismail and Ferry.

A story is told by one of Lord Zetland’s
party, that was making inquiries into the
condition of a distressed district in Ire
land. They were crossing a lake. A gale
was blowing and waves were dashing over
the boat. The gentleman referred to had
been assured that an Irish peasant, if treat
ed well, will always agree with what is said
to him, rather than appear disagreeable.
It struck tho gentleman that here was a
good chance to put the assertion to the
proof. “ There is very little wind, Pat,”
he said to ono of the boatmen. The an
swer came through the howling of the ele
ments, “ Very little indade, yer honor, but
fwhat there is, is moighty sthrong.”

On one occasion, the late Ismail Pasha
was advised by Jules Ferry, the prime
minister, to visit London in order to enlist
the support of the British government in
his scheme to oust his son Tewflk at Cairo.
He showod a new high hat to a friend,
Twenty Years Hence.
with the remark: “ Ferry says I should
Traveler— Trilby? Trilby? That is a
not go to Loudon in a fe z; it’s too oriental. jueer name for a town. I wonder whence
He recommended me to his hatter, and tho ■t Was derived?
pig has charged me 40 francs for this
Citizen of Trilby Station—Dunno. I
thing. I suspect Ferry has a commission guess it’s Injun.—Indianapolis Journal.
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This popular hotel is open for visitors at all
times.

Only a minute’s walk from the station.

Short distance from lake
well-suppled.

steameas.

Table

Good beds. Terms reasonable.

B B B N HINTUBBY,
P r o p r ie to r ,
Travel In Spain.

The Animile with a Bounty-

As the days
Grow longer, the
Fish stories follow suit;
But—the days wont grow much longer.
The fish stories will keep on expanding.
Miss Temple of Auburn, and Mrs. Natt
Ellis caught, at Cow pond, the other day,
in one half hour, ten nice trout that would
average % lb. apiece. They were taken with
the fly.
Fish Commissions!- Oak is high line for
the commission. While the guest of F. E.
Timberlake, Esq., at Marsquamosy, Sat
urday and Sunday, he took a 5% tt». sal
mon and a 43^ it> salmon. The rest of the
pa.ity took four other good salmon.
Orren Tibbets is commencing to put the
baby trout into the streams around the
lake. He now has about 83,000 trout and
50,(XK) salmon under his charge. The sal
mon will not be liberated till the middle of
August or the first of September.
Franklin A. Hart, of Hartford, Conn.,
and his son Dr. Hart, of Bellevue Hospi
tal. New York, had fine luck during their
stay at Bemis, the past two weeks. Mr.
Hart, pere, has been coming to the Rangeleys for twelve or fifteen years, and in that
period of years has skipped only two
seasons. Wilmont Patterson guided the
party. Dr. Hart took a 5%-pounder, a
43^-pounder, and any number of smaller
ones.

One of the greatest charms of Spain to a
reflective mind is tho entire absence of
ail}-thing like an atmosphere of labor.
There is none of the fretting energy of
breadwinning, and the traveler in her
provinces seems to himself to have stepped
out of the nineteenth century and crossed
the magical portal into the sixteenth foi
anything he can discover that bespeaks
what we term the “ spirit of the age.” No
one is in a hurry; even the beggars whine
lazily. Toiling and spinning and harvest
ing is not a part of their code of life.
There is no planning or thought for the
morrow, for they know the prodigal Ceres
w ill care for her children, and the sunbrowned idlers fall asleep on the cool mar
ble steps of the cathedral or by the road
side in the shade of tho olive woods, and
no one thinks to question their privilege
or right to do so. They live for the sole
enjoyment of each day by itself. Now and
again the air is stirred by the sounds of
preparation for some picturesque pr6cession or festival in honor of a favorite saint
or for some royal tournament or bull light,
but it is all a mere matter of pleasurable
enjoyment, and tho thought or anxiety of
their daily bread does not enter into the
question of tho hour.—Art Interchange.
A n Interesting Bowl.

A careful study has been made of a sil
ver bowl found some few years ago in Den
mark in the Gunderstrup bog. Supposably
the bowl was not buried, but was dropped
on the surface of the ground, and the bog
grew up and in time covered it. The ques
tion of its origin is the one which interests
archaeologists. Is it Danish or Gallic? Dr.
Muller considers it as made by Danish
workmen, who had learned their art in
Gaul. French archaeologists claim it to be
of Gallo-Roman origin. Embossed in the
surface are elephants, lions, hyenas, leop
ards—animals all foreign to Denmark.
One figure holds a severed head. There is
a hunter killing an aurochs. The bowl has
an inner decoration.— New York Times.
His Autograph.

When Charles Sprague, the Boston poet,
was at tho height of his glory here, he was
importuned rdr his autograph. Sprague
did not want to give i t ; but, quickly see
ing a witty way out of the dilemma, he de
clared that he would furnish as many as
desired for 81 apiece. There was a great
demand, and tne next day he sent to all
who made tjie request one of the dollar
bills issued by the bapk of which he foas
the cashier.— Ourtis Guild.
These Are Chinese Maxims.

Great Luck !

DOUBLE BARRELED NAMES.
The Agony W as Started by English Peers
and Landed Proprietors.

Double barreled surnames, of course,
have long ceased to bo a novelty. Anybody
who is anybody has insisted for the last 30
years on giving his friends the unnecessary
trouble of directing their letters with a
pair of surnames, where one would seem
to answer every reasonable purpose. It
was the peers and landed proprietors who
began this little game of spelling your
patronymic with a decorative hyphen.
They chose to marry heiresses or inherit
property from distant branches of their
families, and to advertise the fact by as
suming both names, their own and their
wives’ , or their own and their benefactors’,
as if by dint of acquiring a couple of es
tates they had duplicated their personality
and went about thenceforth Us living Januses, like the Siamese twins or the two
headed nightingale.
They were all of
them Pelham-Clintons and Curzon-Howes
and Ashley-Coopers; they rejoiced in their
duality as Agar-Ellises and Bootle-Wilbrahams; they blossomed forth with de
light into tandem pairs of Leveson-Gowers
and Knatchbull-Hugessens.
Somo of them indeed even went a seep
further, and appeared, like Mrs. Malaprop’s Cerebus, as “ three gentlemen rolled
into one, ’ ’ dazzling our eyes with such su
perb designations as Cochrane-WishartBaillie, or Buller-Fuller-Elphinstone. A ft
er this was it any wonder that mere ordi
nary commoners should feel they would
stand no chance in the struggle for exist
ence unless they aspired incontinently to
be Robinson-Smiths and Higgins-Baker?
You may see nowadays Gwendoline Montgomcry-Mullins keeping a suburban sweet
shop, and Adolphus Cecil-J ones at the re
ceipt of custom in a metropolitan railway
station. When things have reached this
length, what can our old nobility do but
‘ ‘ go them one better’ * by assuming a quad
ruplet? Surnames are now threatening to
be no longer double barreled, but positive
ly to develop into perfect six shooters.
Moutagu-Douglas-Scott and Twist-letonWykeham-Fiennes won’t satisfy tho ambi
tion of our newest creations. I believe I
am right in saying that at one time the
member for Westminister was correctly de
scribed as Mr. Ashmead-Bartlett BurdettCoutts-Bartlett Burdett-Coutts, though he
has since sloughed off sonw portion of this
reckless superfluity, and everybody must
remember the stirring line, “ Long may
Long-Wellesley Long-Pole-Wellesley ljvc, ”
which dates back as far toward the begin
ning of the “ movement” as the days when
Horace Smith wrote ‘ ‘ Rejected Addresses. *'
— Cornhill Magazine.
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I will be prepared to make and repair rods
from the 15th o f June to the 15th o f Septem 
ber. Sportsmen who leave their rods with
me for repairs when they return from their
fishing trips can get them on their return the
next season.

SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED.

EC. T . H O A R ,
M A I1 S

S t .,

K A N G K I v K Y .

A Good Reason For a Morning Nap.

It is claimed that one of the reasons for
the undisturbed morning sleep, especially
for children and delicate and nervous per
sons, is liased on a well understood scien
tific theory. We are told that the vitality
of humanity is at its lowest ebb between 3
and half past 3 in the morning. This be
ing the case, it would naturally require
some hours to restore the equilibrium.
It is very easy to see that if the cares* of
the day are taken up before this is secured
the individual would start in handicapped
by a certain lack of force.
Where the rest continues uninterruptedly
until the voluntary awakening it stands to
reason that the system is in much better
condition to perform its allotted task. So
important to the well being of the individ
ual is this little understood and scarcely
appreciated quality that we call vitality
that it is '•well worth while to see to it that
every condition is made as favorable as
possible. To this end undisturbed rest,
with the best surroundings, is a thing to
which a good deal more attention should
be paid.—New York Ledger.

When the sword is rusty, the plow bright,
the prisons empty, the granaries full, the
P l e a s a n t I s l a n d , B il l y S o u l e ’ s C a m p s , steps of the temples worn down and those
June 4, ’95.
Intimation.
of the law courts grass grown, when doc
The fishing has been of the best this week. tors go afoot, the bakers on horseback and
“ So the insolent fellow refused to pay
Taking No Chances.
John D. Lewis of Proviedence, the first tho men of letters drive in their own car his rent?”
George Harris, tho negro who assaulted
riages, then the empire is well governed.—
“
He
did
not
say
so
in
words,
but
he
in
of the week, took a 6)4
trout, with Nat Arlequin.
a young man at Uniontown because the
timated it.”
Carr. guide.
latter had called him an “ artist” and
“ How so?”
Tho
James
river
was
named
after
James
“ aristocrat,” is described as a civil, inof
Warren M. Breed, of Lynn, Saturday,
“ He kicked me down stairs.” — Figaro.
fensive fellow, who would not have com
took an 8 H>. trout, having Joe Lamb for II. A t tho first English settlement it was
called “ the river of tho Holy Ghost.” The
mitted tho act had he been able to find a
guide.
Indians called it Pawathanne, “ the river
Labrador was named by the Spaniards dictionary to learn the meaning of the
Mr. Knowles took a 710 trout, John Thib- of life.”
words. No such book was handy, however,
Tierra Labrador, or the “ cultivated land.
and Harris did not propose to take any
ideau guide.
There is no beautifier of complexion or
A ll the a b o v e w ere taken in T o o tlia k e r lirm or behavior like the wish to scatter
Calashes, a sort of bonnet, were invent chances and made a vicious attack on the
young man with a hatchet,—Louisville
ioy and not pain around us.—Anon
ed by the Duchess of Bedford in 1765.
Cove, Cupsupte Lake.
Courier-J ournal.
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AMONG THE ORDERS.
Society Notes, Rangeley.
Friday. June 7, Regular meeting Rangeley Commandery No.. 408. Order o f the Golden
Cross. M eet in Church V estry.
Wednesday, June 19, Regular m eeting W .C .T .
U., at the Library.

Miss Maggie S. Hinkley has been visit
ing friends in Phillips this week.
Postmaster Herrick has put out a verynice awning over his fruit, and news en
trance.
Our lady readers will be interested in
the article on the buffalo bug to be found
in another column.
F. E. Timberlake, Esq., and Editor
Brackett of the Phonograph, were at
Marsquamosy, Thursday.
“ What kind of stuff is that—tar ?” asked
one of the Rangeley boys as he looked at
printer’ s ink for the first time.
Fred Soule, watchman at the Rangeley
Station, was in charge of the Dead River
Station during Mr. Ballard’s absence.

Society Notes, Phillips.
Monday, June 10, Regular m eeting Mt. Abram
Lodge, N o. 65, A , O.. U. W . Hall in Bates
Block.
Thursday, June 6, Regular m eeting Cushman
Post, N o. 87 G. A , R., at Grange Hall, at
7.30 P. M.
Thursday June 6, Regular m eeting W om an’s
Relief Corps at Grange Hall, 6.30 P. M.
Saturday, June 15, Regular m eeting North
Franklin Grange N o. 186, Patrons o f Hus
bandry, 1.30 P. M.. at Grange Hall.
Memorial Day was observed in RangeFriday Evening, June 14, Quarterly Meeting o f
ley by Landlord Marble hoisting the
the Christian Church o f God, at Winship
stars and stripes on the hotel flagstaff.
School House, continuing over Sunday.
Saturday, June 15, Regular m eeting Phillips
There are very few who have visited this
Commandery, N o. 402, Order o f the Gold region and left their address behind, but
en Cross. B ates Hall.
will receive a copy of R a n g e l e y L a k e s .

Local Paragraphs.
Lettuce, cucumbers and radishes are in
the market.
Winnie Kempton was up from Indian
Hock, Saturday.
Etta Calden has been visiting friends in
Strong for a few days.
Natt Ellis drove out to Phillips, Friday
night, returning Saturday morning.
Mrs. Leroy Smith has gone to Massa
chusetts to visit friends and relatives.
Apples are growing scarce and prices
are going up. The best grades bring SI.50
a bushel.
Conductor Robertson’ s wife and little
daughter, have gone to Philllips for a
week’ s visit.
Senator Frye put his camp flag at half
mast upon receiving news of the death of
Secretary Gresham.
David Hayes, of Paris, came to Rangeley last week, on his wheel, to visit his
sister, Mrs. Thomas Barrett.
J. A. Nile, captain of the Irene, attended
the graduating exercises at the Normal
school at Farmington, last week.
Sandy B. Nile, of Rangeley, is a member
of this year’ s graduating class at the
Farmington State Normal School.
Mary Tibbetts, who is attending the
High School at Phillips, spent Sunday
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Tib
betts.
Mr. Bigelow, the mail agent on the
Farmington and Rangeley route, is the
oldest in the service of any agent in New
England.
Rev. H. W . Small was very much pleased
with the fine string of fish presented to
him by that successful fisherman, A. F.
Lamb, the other day.

Dr. Sawyer, wife and son, have been vis
iting at G. L. Kempton’s, the past week,
and trying the fishing with the usual
success.
Fred Ballard, station agent on the P. &
R. at Dead River, has been at Farmington
for a few days on account of the serious
illness of his mother.
President Gilman of the P. & R. R. R.
arrived on his second trip Thursday. Mrs.
Gilman was with him. They went to Billy
Soule’s camps for a short stay.
Phineas Richardson, wife and daughter,
went to Kennebago last Friday. Miss
Prudy returned to remain during the term
of school,boarding at Mr. Miller’ s.
When anything is started in Rangeley
it goes with a rush. Last week Henry
Tibbetts began on the foundation for his
large shop; now it is up and boarded and
quite a view from R a n g e l e y L a k e s sanc
tum windows shut off, although the build
ing is twenty-five rods away. It looms up.
John Haley, Esq., one of our oldest and
most respected citizens, came in and ran
the press while our first number was being
printed, and received the copy of R a n g e l e y L a k e s that resulted from his labor as
a souvenir. There will be lots of them
treasured as marking Rangeley’ s rapid
advance to the front.
There was such a demand for sample
copies of R a n g e l e y - L a k e s last week that
they had to be delivered without pasting.
Our advertisers will undoubtedly reap a
harvest, as the readers of a new paper nev
er skip anything, and the very attractive
style in which the ads. are set will continue
to make them readable.
Ed. Grant returned from the Sports
men’ s Exposition, Wednesday night. He
expresses himself as much pleased with the
result and thinks Maine will receive a won
derful increase in summer visitors and the
Rangeley Lakes region in particular. He
went to his Seven Ponds Camps at once to
prepare for the rush he has created.

Ground was broken for a new schoolThe Rangeley Mineral Spring water is
house in the “ Quimby district” last week.
C. F. Quimby has the contract for grading in great demand by the guests. As soon
and stone work, and Frank Jacobs does as a party arrives they start at once for
the carpenter work.
the tank. A t the Spring house Mr. Mar
ble is to have it arranged so visitors can
A man was observed on the streets who
obtain the water for drinking and, with
was thought to be insane. He was con
the comfortable seats, delightful view and
stantly repeating, ‘ -What beautiful Tufts
invigorating air,the spot will receive much
of feathers, whose Loom-is this. I can’ t
attention.
Bar-rett.” Upon investigation it was
James Badger and Geo. D. Huntoon
learned that he was unable to decide which
of our popular boat builders to patronize. were guiding a party some years ago. A t
night Mr. Badger did the cooking for the
Three years ago Charles Barrett brought sportsmen’ s supper, taking to them a nice
and put into Rangeley Lake a few full- lot of trout but leaving the best in the fry
grown smelts. Occasionally the mangled ing pan for himself and Mr. Huntoon.
remains of one has been found after serv That no one should see it he put the pan
ing as a meal for a trout. A t the present on the floor in the corner. When they
time quantities of them can be seen in City were ready for supper he brought on the
cove, showing that they have flourished, fish, but it then looked like the thinnest
and being a natural food for salmon, will kind of a salt cod fish. Someone had stepped
tend to increase that gamy fish.
Al. in the pan and the tender trout was flat
Sprague caught several of them Friday tened. It wasn’ t George that did it,
morning, and exhibited them to the guests though he could not account for the pieces
at the hotel.
of fish on his number ten boot.

Who will build the winning boat ?
Redington Notes.
Again the weather has given things a
William Lions was in town over Sunday
set-back.
on his way to-Boston.
Will we ever have two weeks of consec
The phonograph entertainment was well
utive warm weather?
patx-onized tw o nights.
Don’ t forget to read the guide announce
John Porter made a business trip to
ment in another column.
Phillips, last Satux-day.
Miss Blanche Minot, of Belgrade, is the
Charles Stax-d took a IK lb. trout fx-om
guest of Mrs. White Butler.
Redington pond Satux-day morning.
There were forty guests at the Rangeley
Mrs. George Proctor x-eturned home last
Lake House, Tuesday night.
Satux-day, much improved in health.
Mrs. Alice York, of Loon Lake, walked
A box supper was held last Friday even
out to Rangeley, Monday afternoon.
ing, for the benefit of Rev. Mr. Ranney.
The Redington Lumber Co., the past
G. M. Esty was at Phillips and Farm
ington this week, fixing the telephone wire. week, shipped their woods horses away to
pastux-e.
Sheriff Estey was seen with a suspicious
Mr. Dickson, of Maneskootook, was
box Monday morning. He found it at the
hex-e with his boat Saturday. He got a
Express office.
good string of fish.
H. H. Howard of Worcester, Mass., who
Burton Davenport went to Fax-mington
solicits advertising for hotel registers,
last Wednesday, to be px-esent at the re
was in town this week.
union of the Nox-mal.
W. H. Ellis has quite an advance hold
Colmaxx Dx-ew of Rangeley, and Oscar
on that boat, having already turned in over
Aldrich and Joseph Boston of Phillips,
half a dozen subscribers.
are w-ox-king on the lift on Sec. 4, P. & R.
Master Ara Ross accidentally stuck a
R. R.
O.
rusty nail in his foot, one day recently,
which caused him much pain.
Coplin Plantation.
Steamboat Inspectors Horace A tw ood
Alf. Whitney killed a calf, Friday, and
and Chas. Staples, Jr., arrived Monday,
left it hanging in his stable. That night
and went down the lake Tuesday on their
a bear came along and cax-ried it into the
tour of inspection.
swamp. Mr. Whitney followed the trail
There were three married couples in one and a few rods from the house found where
party at the Rangeley Lake House Wednes the bear had torn off the head and eaten it.
day, who altogether, weighed 1300 tbs. He has not had time to follow further,
This is not a fish story, either.
but will investigate soon.
Allen McKane the carpenter, is to leave
Mr. Whitney has a flock of 19 sheep.
for Oregon, within a few days. He will They now have 24 lambs, one having died.
move his family. Rangeley loses both a
good carpenter and good citizen.

BOHN.

Geo. H. Snowman has been at work at
the Mountain View House, since the lltli
Rangeley, May 31, to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
of April, along with Frank Kempton, Tibbetts, a son.
making extensive repairs about that noted
Rangeley, June 3, to Mr. and Mrs. Ira Hoar, a
summer resort.
daughter.
Henry H. Dill infox-ms R a n g e l e y L a k e s
that the feeling among the old guides is
D IE D .
very strong toward forming an associa
tion. The columns of this paper are open
Madrid, June 3, Linwood. youngest child o f
to both guides and sportsmen, and the Mr. and Mrs. Lew is C. Witham. aged 8 mos.
question should be thoroughly canvassed.
Rangeley PI., June 4, at the house o f her son.
Stanslow Oakes, Abigial Okes. widow o f Gil

What a boom Rangeley will get from bert Oakes, form erly o f Madrid.
the first issues of R a n g e l e y L a k e s . The
citizens, guides and hotel men vie with
each other to see who can send the lai-gest
number of sample copies to friends, sports
I will pay $2.00 for a L oon ’s Egg, if delivered
men and tourists.

JVanted--Loon’s Egg.

The morning ride to Rangeley on the
Phillips & Rangeley, is delightful at this
time of the year. With the tvindows
raised and the majority of the blinds down,
the sun’ s heat is shut out and a cool,
Yvoodsy breeze passes through the cars.
It has all the delights of a cax-riage drive
in the cool of the morning but none of 'the
latter’s discomforts in the way of dust
and dii-t.

at M aneskootook before June 10th. On finding
a nest, leave the other egg. then-take me to it.
and I will give $2.00 for it. F. S. DICKSON.

Freedom Notice.
For the sum o f five dollars I have sold my
son, Frank P. Philbrick, the remainer o f his
time. I shall not claim any o f his earnings or
pay any o f his debts after this date.
STEPHEN R. PHILBRICK.
Rangeley, Me., May 31, 1895.

Among the views taken by Mr. Gay, for
advertising the State, is one of that ex
ceedingly beautiful cascade, two miles be- R a n g e le y I—
*
. O.
Ioyv Redington.
If it has not already
been honored with a name, let R a n g e l e y
Office Hours.
L a k e s suggest “ Lorelei Cascade,” as pret
12.30 P. M. to 6 P. M.
ty and expressive.
When Mr. Gay, the 6.45 A . M. to 12 M.
6.30 P. M. to 8.30 P. M.
Portland photographer, x-eturns a little
later, he is to make a panoramic view of
Sunday.
this village and the lake as seen from the
hill near the Spring house.
10 to 11 A. M.
5 to 6 P. M.
W. H. Gay, of Longfellow studio, P ort
Mails Depart.
land, was in the village last week and
took some photographs of scenery and Railway Mails, Daily, 10.30 A . M.
buildings for the purpose of advertising Down the Lake, Daily, 7 A .M .
the Rangeley Lakes x-egion. He had with For K ennebago Lake, Monday, Wednesday.
and Friday, 7.50 A . M.
him as fine a lot of New England views, en
For Greenvale, Daily, on arrival o f train.
larged to about four by five feet as were
ever seen, viewed from an artistic stand
Mails Arrive.
point. It is needless to go abroad for
Railway Mails, Daily, 7.30 P. M.
choice bits of scenex-y, New- England has
Up the Lake, Daily, 10 A . M.
them all, Maine her share and North From K ennebago Lake, Tuesday, Thursday.
Fx-anklin the first pick of the lot. These
and Saturday, 4 P. M.
were on exhibition at the recent Sports From Greenvale, Daily, 9 P. M.
men’s Exposition, in New Yox-k, and must
Mails CLOSE 15 Minutes Before
have chax-med and won many new visitors
Departure.
to our state. As an artist, with a big A,
Mr. Gay stands well to the front.
U. I. H U K K IC K , I*. M .

